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Key Points: 
 A new radiation source selection procedure was implemented and verified using the 
shapes of the deposited energy spectra; 
 Four radiation sources (including SEP) at locations around the ISS are identified and 
analyzed; 
 The average equivalent skin and eyes doses for 30 days and 1 year calculated by 
R3DR2 are much smaller than the radiation protection guidance for LEO (NCRP, 
Report 132); 
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Abstract 
The radiation risk radiometer-dosimeter (R3D)-R2 solid-state detector performed radiation 
measurements at the European Space Agency EXPOSE-R2 platform outside of the Russian 
“Zvezda” module at the International Space Station (ISS) from 24 October 2014-11 January 
2016. The ISS orbital parameters were: average altitude of 415 km and 51.6° inclination. We 
developed special software and used experimentally-obtained formulas to determine the 
radiation flux-to-dose ratio from the R3DR2 Liulin-type deposited-energy spectrometer. We 
provide for the first time simultaneous, long-term estimates of radiation dose external to the 
ISS for four source categories: (i) galactic cosmic ray particles and their secondary products; 
(ii) protons in the South Atlantic Anomaly region of the inner radiation belt (IRB); (iii) 
relativistic electrons and/or bremsstrahlung in the outer radiation belt (ORB); and (iv) solar 
energetic particle (SEP) events. The latter category is new in this study. Additionally, in this 
study, secondary particles (SP) resulting from energetic particle interaction with the detector 
and nearby materials are identified. These are observed continuously at high latitudes.  The 
detected SPs are identified using the same sorting requirements as SEP protons. The IRB 
protons provide the highest consistent hourly dose, while the ORB electrons and SEPs 
provide the most extreme hourly doses. SEPs were observed 11 times during the study 
interval. The R3DR2 data support calculation of average equivalent doses. The 30-day and 1-
year average equivalent doses are much smaller than the skin and eyes doses 
recommendations by the National Council on Radiation Protection (Report 132), which 
provides radiation protection guidance for Low Earth Orbit. 
 
1 Introduction and Motivation 
Multiple space radiation experiments have been conducted at the International Space 
Station (ISS) and on other Low Earth Orbiting (LEO) platforms (Dachev et al., 2002; Reitz et 
al., 2005; Nealy et al., 2007; Wilson et al., 2007; Slaba et al., 2011, Badavi, 2014). As noted 
in Dachev et al. (2016a) during the past 16 years numerous ionizing radiation instruments 
have successfully flown on the ISS and European Space Agency’s (ESA) Biopan-5/6 
facilities on Foton M2/M3 satellites (Häder et al., 2009; Damasso et al., 2009). Recently 
ESA’s EXPOSE multi-use platform has performed three experiments, designated as E, R and 
R2, all of which hosted the deposited energy spectrometer (DES) radiation risk radiometer-
dosimeter (R3D) instruments (Dachev et al., 2012a; 2012b; 2015b; Schuster et al., 2012). 
These detectors were collaboratively developed by Bulgarian and German teams (Häder and 
Dachev 2003; Häder et al., 2009) and have been part of a suite of astrobiology instruments 
(Rabbow et al., 2012, 2015 and de Vera et al., 2012). Figure 1 shows an external view of the 
radiation risk radiometer-dosimeter (R3D)-R2 (R3DR2) instrument mounted on the 
EXPOSE-R2 facility. The current R3DR2 spectrometer-dosimeter onboard the ISS is the 
same instrument as flown in the EXPOSE-R facility from 2009-2010, which was called 
R3DR, but here is given the extension R2 to distinguish between the data from the previous 
mission. 
Cucinotta et al. (2003) wrote: “The International space station provides significant 
challenges for radiation protection of the crew due to a combination of circumstances 
including: the extended duration of missions for many crewmembers, the exceptionally 
dynamic nature of the radiation environment in ISS orbit, and the necessity for numerous 
planned extravehicular activities (EVA) for station construction and maintenance. Radiation 
protection requires accurate radiation dose measurements and precise risk modeling of the 
transmission of high fluxes of energetic electrons and protons through the relatively thin 
shielding provided by the space suits worn during EVA.” The citation above guides and 
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motivates us to present “accurate” radiation dose measurements made by the R3DR2 detector 
outside of the ISS Russian “Zvezda” module.  
In this paper, we consolidate results from these previous papers and report on 
simultaneous radiation observations for four primary radiation sources, along with secondary 
protons, neutrons and heavier than H+ ions (secondary particles (SP)) generated in the 
R3DR2 detector or nearby). Some of the results obtained during previous R3D experiments at 
the ISS are discussed in the remainder of this section and listed in Table 1. Preliminary 
information about the observed cosmic radiation time profile during the EXPOSE-R2 mission 
was published by Dachev et al. (2017).  
These measurements provide depth-dose data for dosimetric support for other passive 
scientific experiments. The detector’s shielding characteristics of 0.3 g cm-2 are very similar 
to the astronaut’s space suits shielding (Benton et al., 2006). These data can be used for 
“precise risk modeling of the transmission of high fluxes of energetic electrons and protons 
through the relatively thin shielding provided by the space suits worn during EVA,” 
(Cucinotta et al., 2003). Data can be used for future station module design also.  
1.1 Galactic Cosmic Rays (GCR) 
GCRs are a significant radiation component in the near-Earth and free-space 
environment consisting of 98% nuclei and 2% electrons. These energetic charged particles 
originate from sources beyond the solar system and convey energy ranging from several 
keV/nucleon up to 1012 MeV/nucleon. While most of the nuclei are protons (~87%) and alpha 
particles (~12%), heavier nuclei contribute ~1% (Simpson, 1983). The latter are typically 
referred to as high Z (HZ) and energy (HZE) particles, where Z is the atomic number.  HZ 
particles play a particularly important role in space dosimetry (Horneck, 1994; Benton and 
Benton, 2001). The GCR component at the ISS altitudes vary slowly with solar activity. The 
average daily GCR dose rate observed by R3DR2 was 71.6 Gy d-1.  With similar solar 
modulation during the current epoch and the 2004 epoch (Potgieter, 2013), the EXPOSE-R2 
mission GCR daily dose rate are similar to the DOSTEL dose rates in 2004 (Labrenz et al., 
2015) of 77.6 Gy d-1.   
1.2 Trapped Radiation Belt Particles  
High-energy charged particles are trapped by the Earth’s magnetic field and form two 
distinct belts of toroidal shapes surrounding the Earth:  the Inner Radiation Belt (IRB) and the 
Outer Radiation Belt (ORB). 
The IRB is situated at an altitude from 0.2-2.0 Earth radii at the geomagnetic equator 
and consists of electrons, with energies of up to 10 MeV, and protons with energies of up to 
700 MeV. As shown in Table 1 outside of the ISS, the IRB energetic protons deliver a daily 
dose of 567 Gy d-1.  During an analysis of the R3DE and R3DR data Dachev et al. (2011) 
discovered that the US Space Shuttle dockings with ISS decreased the dose rate from IRB 30-
150 MeV proton fluxes. The effect was attributed to the additional shielding provided by the 
78-ton Space Shuttle. 
The ORB is located in the altitudinal range from 3.4-10 Earth radii. The ORB 
energetic population is electrons with energies of a few MeV. The first observations of the 
ORB relativistic electron fluxes in the ISS laboratory module were made in 2001 with a 
Liulin-E094 instrument (Dachev et al., 2002; Reitz et al., 2005). Later, ORB relativistic 
electron fluxes were observed with Liulin DES type instruments flown on the ISS and LEO 
satellites (Dachev et al., 2009b; 2012a; 2012b; 2015a, 2015b; 2016a). The ORB daily dose 
rate was 278 Gy d-1.  On quiet days the daily dose rate was practically zero, but reached 
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maximum dose rates up to 3000 Gy d-1 in the disturbed periods after magnetic storms. 
Extreme hourly values were 28,840 Gy h-1. 
1.3 Solar Energetic Particles  
Solar flares and coronal mass ejections, caused by sporadic eruptions in the 
chromosphere and corona of the Sun, produce high fluxes of charged solar energetic particles 
(SEP) with energies up to several GeV. Historically the SEP measurements inside the ISS are 
rare, but have been discussed in Reitz et al., 2005; Larosa, et al., 2011; Di Fino et al., 2014; 
and Narici et al., 2015. Characteristics of SEP radiation dose were measured from September-
October of 1989 inside the Russian space station “MIR” with the first Liulin type instrument 
(Petrov et al., 1994; Smart et al., 1994; Shurshakov et al., 1999) and with the Liulin-5 
dosimetric telescope (DT) inside the ISS in March 2012 (Semkova et al., 2014). With the 
R3DR2 instrument, we performed one of the first SEP measurements outside of the ISS 
(Dachev et al., 2016a). The highest SEP hourly dose rate measured during the EXPOSE-R2 
mission was 5251 Gy h-1 on 22 June 2015.  
1.4 Secondary Particle radiation 
Secondary radiations produced by the interactions of primary GCR and IRB protons 
with spacecraft materials and detectors are an important, and sometimes dominant, radiation 
environment for sensitive scientific instruments and biological systems (Dyer et al., 1996). 
Neutrons are the major component of secondary radiation followed by protons and other 
lighter particles.  
Previous simultaneous measurements outside of the ISS (Dachev, 2013) suggest that 
the EXPOSE-E facility (R3DE) instrument was heavily shielded by surrounding materials of 
the European Technology Exposure Facility, producing a daily average dose rates of 93 Gy 
d-1 from 12 March – 20 June 2009. The less shielded radiometer-dosimeter R3DR instrument 
that was mounted outside the Russian “Zvezda” module of the ISS, (physically the same as 
the R3DR2 discussed here) yielded only 85 Gy d-1 during the same period. The higher dose 
rates measured with a higher shielded R3DE instrument were explained as additional dose 
from secondary particles in the shielding materials. The estimations of the GCR exposure 
behind different shielding by Mrigakshi et al. (2013) confirmed these results and the 
importance of the secondary radiation. The secondary particles delivered a daily dose rate to 
the R3DR2 instrument of a few Gy d-1. 
 
2 Materials and Methods-- R3DR2 Instrument Description 
Figure 1 shows an external view of the R3DR2 instrument mounted on the EXPOSE-
R2 facility. The R3DR2 instrument is a small-dimension (76x76x36 mm), low-mass (0.17 
kg) automatic device that measures solar electromagnetic radiation in four channels and 
ionizing radiation in 256 channels of a Liulin-type DES (Dachev et al., 2015a). In Fig. 1 
small circles on the surface in the central portion of the R3DR2 instrument show the four 
solar visible-and UV-radiation photodiodes, whose data are not addressed in this paper. The 
ionizing radiation detector (silicon PIN diode of Hamamatsu S2744-08 type) is located 
behind the aluminum wall of the instrument and is therefore not visible.  
The ionizing radiation is monitored using a Hamamatsu silicon PIN diode detector, 
with 2 cm2 area and 0.03 cm thickness (Fig. 2 (Dachev et al., 2012a)). After passing a charge-
sensitive preamplifier, the signal is digitized by a 12-bit fast analog to digital (A/D) 
converter. The doses (deposited energies) are determined by a pulse height analysis technique 
and then passed to a discriminator. The pulse amplitudes, A[V], are transformed into digital 
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signals, which are sorted into 256 channels by a multi-channel analyzer. For every exposure 
interval of 10-s, a single energy deposition spectrum is collected. The energy channel number 
256 accumulates all pulses with amplitudes exceeding the maximal level of the spectrometer 
of 20.83 MeV. All pulses in the 256th channel were considered to be equal to the minimum 
energy level for this channel and were added to the dose calculation. Using statistics of about 
2.5 million 10-s data points from R3DE instrument, flown in 2008-2009 on ISS, we found 
that on average 1 event in the 256th channel occurred once per 6.2 hours of measurements. 
Dachev (2009a) describes the methods for characterizing the incoming space radiation. 
A system international (SI) determination of the dose was used to calculate the 
absorbed dose in the silicon detector. The SI dose is the energy in Joules deposited in one 
kilogram of matter. The following equation relates the dose to energy loss and detector mass: 
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where MD is the mass of the detector in kg, Ni is the number of pulses registered in channel 
“i”, Ei is the deposited energy (in Joules, known through the calibration of the detector) 
corresponding to channel “i”.  
The calibration procedures, which were performed with analogical R3DR2 
instruments, are described in (Dachev et al., 2015a). The response curve of the R3DR2 
instrument is expected to be very similar to that published by Uchihori et al. (2002) because 
all Liulin DES instruments were manufactured using same electronic parts and schematic. In 
the specific example of the calibration performed by Dr. Yukio Uchihori, it was found that 
the linear coefficient of the response curve, obtained during the calibrations with protons, He+ 
and Ne+ ions, was equal to 81.3 keV, whereas the Liulin DES instruments predicted 81.4 
keV. During the calibration process of the new Liulin DES type instruments, we adjusted the 
position of the first spectrometric channel using a 241Am 60 keV gamma line. Furthermore, 
the linearity was controlled by electronic methods, as described by AMPTEK INC. in the 
A225 preamplifier operating notes (http://www.amptek.com/pdf/a225.pdf ).  
During the calibrations of Liulin type instruments it was found that the absolute 
values of the measured doses were within 2.8% and 8% of the reference value for the 137Cs 
and 60Co sources, respectively (Spurny and Dachev, 2003). The response of a LIULIN-4 
spectrometer (identical in construction to R3DR2 instrument) was compared by Green et al. 
(2005) to that of the HAWK TEPC (http://www.fwt.com/detector/fw-ad1ds.htm) on 42 
aircraft flights in 2003–2004. On all flights, the absorbed dose measured by both instruments 
agreed to within 5%. We consider that the flux and dose rate errors of the R3DR2 
measurements on ISS are within 10%. 
The calibrations showed that except for charged energetic particles, the Liulin 
instruments has a sensitivity towards gamma rays, which allowed monitoring the natural 
background radiation (Spurny and Dachev, 2002). The detector’s neutron sensitivity is 
minimal for neutrons with energy less than 0.5 MeV and has a maximum of a few percent for 
neutrons with an energy of 50 MeV (Spurny, 2005). The Hamamatsu PIN diodes of type 
S2744-08 “neutron induced nuclear counter effect” was described by Zhang et al. (2011). Via 
this effect neutrons could be observed in all channels of the spectrum.  
The semiconductor detector of the R3DR2 instrument was mounted approximately 7 
mm below the 0.8 mm thick aluminum cover plate. Furthermore, there was shielding from 
0.07 mm copper and 0.2 mm plastic, which provided 0.3 g cm-2 of total shielding from the 
front side. The calculated required kinetic energy of particles arriving perpendicular to the 
detector was 0.835 MeV for electrons and 19.5 MeV for protons (Berger et al., 2017). This 
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means that only electrons and protons with energies exceeding the values listed above can 
cross the R3DR2 shielding materials and reach the detector surface. The detector shielding, 
being larger from the sides and from behind (Fig. 1), stops all ORB relativistic electrons, 
attenuates the lower energy IRB protons, but practically does not change the amount of GCR 
particles. 
3 Data analysis and results 
The following four primary radiation sources were expected and recognized in the 
data obtained with the R3DR2 instrument: (i) globally distributed primary GCR particles and 
their secondary products; (ii) protons in the SAA region of the IRB; (iii) relativistic electrons 
and/or bremsstrahlung in the high latitudes of the ISS orbit where the ORB is situated; and 
(iv) solar energetic particles (SEP) in the high latitudes of the ISS orbit. Together with the 
real SEP particles, a low flux of what were likely to be mostly secondary particles (SP) 
(protons, neutrons and heavier than H+ ions) some of them associated with detector 
interactions were observed in the data. (Neutrons was registered because the “neutron 
induced nuclear counter effect” described for silicon PIN diodes of Hamamatsu S2744-08 
type by Zhang et al. (2011). 
In section 3.1 we describe the particle sorting and characterization method. In section 
3.2 we verify our results by inspecting the differences in particle deposited-energy spectra. In 
section 3.3 we discuss the characteristics of the various particle populations observed at the 
ISS. 
3.1 Radiation sources selection procedure 
The simplest method for source separation is described by Dachev (2009a) who used 
the 1971 translation of J. W. Haffner’s  (Haffner, 1967 and 1971) experimental formulation 
of the dependence between the incident energy of incoming protons Ep and electrons Ee and 
the dose to flux ratio (D/F) in nGy cm2 particle-1: 
15.089.09 105.2106)(/ eee ExExEFD
 
 (2) 
and 
85.0108.08 106104)(/ ppp ExExEFD
 
 (3) 
The valid ranges for formulae (1) and (2) are 1-10 MeV, and 1-1000 MeV, 
respectively.  
Dachev (2009a) shows that according to formulae (2) and (3) the data can be simply 
split into two parts by using the dose to flux ratio (D/F). When the D/F is less than 1.12 nGy 
cm2 particle-1, the expected predominant type of radiation in a 10-s interval is ORB electrons. 
When the D/F is greater than 1.12 nGy cm2 particle-1, the expected type of radiation is IRB or 
SEP protons (Dachev et al. 2012a). The GCR source spans the two ranges. The GCR source 
was identified by the requirements (Table 1) that their dose rates are less than 15 Gy h-1. 
The procedure described by Dachev et al. (2012a) was upgraded. The result of the 
separation of the four radiation sources (including SP) is seen in Fig. 3, which presents the 
latitudinal distribution of the dose rates against McIlwain’s L values (McIlwain, 1961; 
Heynderickx et al., 1996). (The ISS orbital data in the paper are calculated by using 
algorithms by Galperin et al. (1980)). The L value is plotted on the x-axis. On the y-axis, the 
absorbed dose rate measured by the R3DR2 instrument is plotted. Fig. 3a contains data from 
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21 June 2015 to 30 June 2015, whereas the Fig. 3b data are from 11 June 2015 to 20 June 
2015. Each section contains 86,400 points at a 10-s resolution (10 days x (360 x 24 (hours)). 
Four different primary radiation sources separated by the heavy black lines are seen in 
the data. These sources are plotted in Fig. 3 with different colors for the IRB, ORB, GCR and 
SEP sources. From one 10-s independent measurement of the dose rate (D) and flux (F), we 
were able to calculate one dose to flux ratio (D/F). Using this, we were able to decide only 
what the predominant radiation sources were, but we were unable to extract the exact doses 
of each source.  
The black curve in Fig. 3 was generated by the operator and the interactive separation 
software. It consists of two parts. The creation of the left part of the black curve starts with 
the operator setting the point on the vertical abscissa. This point is determined by the upper 
value of the GCR dose rate of about 10 Gy h-1 seen well in Fig. 3 at L-values range 1.00-
1.05. Next, the operator moves the cursor to the end point of left part curve where (i) the 
subtle knee of the GCR source is observed and the GCR dose rate is equal to 15 Gy h-1; (ii) 
the rising dose rates of the regularly seen IRB and ORB sources are at equal distance from 
that point or lie on it. The curve of the left part of the black line is asymptote to the GCR 
values and separates the GCR dose rates from trapped protons in IRB and possible low L-
value ORB relativistic electrons. Geomagnetic shielding, measured by the vertical cutoff 
rigidity (Smart and Shea, 2005), is the reason for reduced GCR fluxes and dose rates at low 
L-values (Fig. 3) and the slightly rising dose rate toward L-values of 2.5 (Shea et al., 1985). 
At these increasing L-values the vertical cutoff rigidity decreases and the major amount of the 
low energy GCR spectra penetrate down to the ISS orbit. At higher L-values, up to L=6, the 
dose rate has a fixed value because the small increase of the high energy flux of the primary 
GCR flux don’t affect it. 
Next, the software draws the right part of the line, which is parallel to the horizontal 
axis at a dose rate equal to 15 Gy h-1. This is reasonable because the GCR fluxes do not 
depend strongly on the L-value at high latitudes. Furthermore, the data are distinguished 
based on two requirements. One is that the ORB data must be above the black line (dose 
rate >15 Gy h-1) and the second is that the D/F value must be less than 1.12 nGy cm2 
particle-1, whereas the SEP and SP sources are separated above the black line, but the D/F 
value must be greater than 1.12 nGy cm2 particle-1. For the ORB source one additional 
requirement is added -Flux >7 cm-2 s-1, which ensures the separation of the ORB from GCR 
source. 
The opportunity to select the left end point of the black line is new compared to the 
method described by Dachev et al., (2012) where this point was fixed at L=3.5. Also new is 
allowing the D/F ratio of the points above the left part of the black curve to be below or 
above 1.12 nGy cm2 particle-1. This allows identification of ORB relativistic electrons below 
L=3.5 as shown in Fig. 3a, and as reported recently by Claudepierre et al. (2017) and Turner 
et al. (2017). Allowing the decision points above the right part of the black curve to be below 
or above 1.12 nGy cm2 particle-1 is also new, which allows separation of the SEP and SP 
particles from ORB electrons. 
The SP source was found accidentally because it was selected with the same 
requirements as the SEP source but was seen clearly when SEP events were not observed. 
Fig. 3b illustrates this in the L range, from 2.5 to 4. 
To calculate the daily statistics, the software works with 10 days of un-separated text 
files with a size of 86,400 lines by 274 columns because each 10-s measurement is 
characterized by 274 parameters as follows: UT date and time (DD/MM/YYYY; hh:mm:ss); 
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UT (hh:mm:ss); altitude (km); longitude (deg); latitude (deg); L value; total magnetic field 
strength B (Gauss); LT (hours); MLT (hours); dip latitude (deg); invariant latitude (deg); flux 
(cm-2 s-1); absorbed dose rate (Gy h-1); D/F(nGy cm2 particle-1); proton energy (MeV) 
calculated by the Haffner’s formula (Haffner, 1971) only for the points with SD >1.12 nGy 
cm2 particle-1; total apparent ambient dose equivalent rate H*(10) (Sv h-1), calculated as 
described by Spurny and Dachev (2003); low energy component of H*(10)low (Sv h-1); high 
energy component of H*(10)high (Sv h-1); and 256 values of the count rate in the deposited 
energy spectrum.  
From the primary files, the separation software produces four files with the separated 
source points and nine daily averaged statistics files for the following parameters: flux, 
absorbed dose rate, D/F, proton energy, H*(10), H*(10)low H*(10)high, averaged L-value, 
averaged B and averaged altitude. Furthermore, one more set is produced for the portion of 
orbits with L>4.  
The separation statistics for the 444 days of R3DR2 data give the following results: 
3,810,240 points were separated; 2398 were lost (0.062%) or on average less than 6 points 
per day; and 313 points were counted twice. The average source counts per day were as 
follows: GCR 7636 points, IRB 573 points, ORB 383 points.  The more sporadic SEPs 
occurred on only 27 days producing 148 points. The average SP counts per 414 days (days 
without real SEP) were 34 points. In total, the number of daily-averaged measurements for 
the “stable” sources are the sum of 7636+573+383+34, or 8626 measurements, which were 
selected from a total of 8640.  
All the doses are measured between 24 October 2014 and 11 January 2016 (444 days 
from the start date to the end date, but not including the end date because the telemetry data 
don’t cover the whole day). GGR source was presented for 444 days of measurements. All 
other sources are reported for 442 days because of insufficient statistics for 2 days due to 
telemetry gaps. 
The GCR source contributes the majority of the measurements in Fig. 3a/b, which are 
seen as the area with many red points in the bottom part of the Figs. 3a/b over the L-value 
range between 1 and 6. The dose rates in the GCR region vary between 0.03 and 15 Gy h-1. 
The second permanent source of radiation corresponds to the protons in the SAA 
region of the IRB, which are situated as a large maximum in the upper left corner of Fig. 3, 
with a total of 5876 points in Fig. 3a. They cover L-values between 1.2 and 2.6. The dose 
rates in the IRB region varied between 10 and 2748 Gy h-1. 
The GCR and IRB sources in both Figures 3a/b look very similar because these two 
sources have relatively slow time variations. Drastically different are the ORB and SEP 
sources in the left part of Figures 3a/b. The exact dynamics of the R3DR2 sources between 
17 June and 30 June is the topic of a separate paper (Dachev et al., 2016a). Here, we mention 
only that the magnetic storms on 23 and 25 June and SEP events on 18, 22 and 26 June were 
the reasons for the drastically different ORB and SEP distributions in Figures 3a/b. The real 
SEP particles in both figures are seen to appear at some small L-value, then to rise and finally 
maintain some fixed dose rate value at a range of L from 4 to 6. The SEP source in Fig. 3b 
appears only at L>5 because the SEP event on 18 May was very weak. 
The boundary seen at L=4.7 in the ORB source in Figures 3a/b is generated by the 
Earth magnetic field hemisphere asymmetries. The ISS orbit in the Southern hemisphere 
extended up to L=6, while in Northern hemisphere only up to L=4.7. 
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For most of the EXPOSE-R2 mission observations, the ORB showed a single-
maximum L-profile distribution. The double-maxima L-profile distribution in Fig. 3b is part 
of an  extended response to the magnetic storm in March 2015, observed between 20 April 
and 20 June. After the storms on 23 and 25 June the double-maxima L distributions were 
seen in the period 15 July-15 August 2015. The “third” Van Allen radiation belt phenomena 
was recently explained by Mann et al. (2016). 
The SP particles are better seen in Fig. 3b, where they cover the L range from 2.4 to 6, 
whereas the real SEP particles, observed on 18 June 2015, appear at L=5 and rise to a value 
of 200 Gy h-1 at L=6.  The upper part of Table 1 contains detailed statistics for the sources 
presented in Fig. 3a. 
3.2 Analysis of the radiation sources from the deposited energy spectra shape 
Figure 4 illustrates the different shapes of the deposited energy spectra obtained by 
the R3DR2 instrument from 21-30 June 2015 (data seen in Fig. 3a) and during the Liulin 
instrument calibrations with 7.8 MeV proton beam at the cyclotron facility of the University 
of Louvain, Belgium (Dachev et al., 2002). This figure was created with the aim to confirm 
the selection procedure described in the previous section and to analyze and validate the SP 
and SEP spectra shapes, which were first observed in space by the R3DR2 with a DES 
Liulin-type instrument (Dachev et al., 2015a). Table 1 contains detailed statistics for the 
spectra presented in Fig. 4. The names of the spectra in Fig. 4 are listed in the first column of 
the table. The form and shape of the deposited energy spectra also characterize the different 
radiation sources (Dachev, 2009a).  
In Fig. 4, the “PRO” spectrum is a ground-based spectrum obtained at the cyclotron 
facility at the University of Louvain, Belgium, (Dachev et al., 2002) during the calibrations of 
Liulin instruments with a 7.8 MeV monoenergetic proton beam falling perpendicularly to the 
non-shielded detector. The knee seen at about 6.6 MeV corresponds to the point where the 
incident energy of the normally incident beam on a 0.3 mm thick detector is equal to the 
deposited energy. All normally incident protons with energies less than 6.3 MeV are stopped 
in the detector. The exact value of the incident energy at which the CSDA (continuous-
slowing-down approximation) range in silicon is 0.3 mm is 6.04 MeV (Berger et al., 2017). 
Beyond this value, all protons impinging normally are stopped inside the detector. The 
smaller slope of the "SEP" spectrum beyond the knee can be explained by the presence in 
space of ions that are heavier than protons and that together with high path protons and 
neutrons increase the count rate in the high-energy deposition channels of the spectrum. 
According to formula (1) the deposited dose rate is the area between the abscissa and 
the curve of the deposited energy spectrum. The “GCR”, “IRB” and “ORB” spectra obtained 
in the period 21-30 June 2015 are shown in Fig. 4 and Table 1 to validate the R3DR2 data 
spectra shapes against those described by Dachev (2009a); that is why we will not analyze 
them further. The L>4 spectrum presents the shape of the GCR spectrum for L>4 values, 
while the GCR spectrum averages all latitudes of GCR data. The shape of L>4 spectrum is 
similar to the GCR spectrum. It is above the GCR spectrum because the dose rates are larger 
at these less geomagnetically-shielded latitudes. 
To us, the most interesting and new features are the spectra in Fig. 4 called “SEP”, 
“SEP All” and “SP”. In the “Additional table” of Table 1, the statistics of these sources and 
“PRO” spectrum are described. The “SEP” spectrum includes data only in the maximum of 
the SEP event on 22 June 2015 (see Table 1), while the “SEP All” spectrum contains data 
from 21-30 June 2015. As expected, the high-energy deposition part of the SEP spectra is 
similar to “PRO” spectrum.    
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The SEP spectra shapes in a range from 0.25-1.0 MeV of deposited energy are similar 
to the shape of the spectra named “ORB” and “L>4.” This is reasonable because GCR, IRB 
and SEP radiation sources are found in the high latitude regions. The high energy electrons 
from the ORB source naturally populate the low energy deposition channels of the SEP 
spectra. The “SEP All” spectrum, collected during the extreme portion of the SEP event, is 
very similar to the “SEP” spectrum, however in the latter the average dose is smaller since it 
covers the full range of the event. (see Table 1). 
As mentioned above the SP source was found accidentally because it provides SEP-
like doses when SEP events were not observed. Fig. 3b illustrates this in the L range, from 
2.5 to 4. The magenta points in this range were not produced by SEP protons because the 
SEP event on 18 June 2015 was too weak to produce real points at such low latitudes. Real 
SEP points are seen at a range above L=5.  
To collect enough points for the SP spectrum, we extended the time period from 21 
March to 10 June 2015 (see Table 1). The following conclusions can be made about the SP 
spectrum: (i) in the range from 0.25-2.0 MeV deposited energy it is similar to the shape of the 
“ORB” and “L>4” spectra for the same reasons as described for the SEP spectrum; (ii) in the 
range from 2-10 MeV, the deposited energy is elevated in comparison with the “L>4” 
spectra.  This can be explained with the additional high energy deposition source as energetic 
protons; (iii) in the range above 10 MeV, the shape is completely different than any other 
spectrum in Fig. 4 and can be explained only with sporadic hits of the detector by secondary 
long-path low energy protons, neutrons and heavier than H+ ions generated within the 
detector or in materials very nearby.  
Section 3.1 of the article explains in detail how the data selection was performed. The 
different forms of spectra seen in section 3.2 validate the selection methodology. The 
selection method described in Section 3.1 (Dachev, 2009) was based on the dependence of 
the dose rate from the particles flux. This method in this section was applied in (Dachev at 
al., 2016a) for the 21-30 June 2015 time period and also validates the selection validity. 
3.3 Radiation source analysis 
3.3.1 GCR radiation source 
Fig. 5 presents the variations of the GCR daily averaged flux and dose rates during the 
period from 24 October 2014-11 January 2016 together with variations in the F10.7 radio 
flux index data (http://www.swpc.noaa.gov/products-and-data) in the top panel of Fig. 5 and 
Oulu neutron monitor (NM) data (https://cosmicrays.oulu.fi/) in the bottom panel of Fig. 5.  
The major finding is that the F10.7 radio flux index seen in the top panel did have a 
descending linear trend because the measurements were performed in the declining phase of 
the 24th solar cycle. The effect of solar modulation (Potgieter, 2013) assumes a rising trends 
in the Oulu NM GCR count rate and in the R3DR2 GCR dose rate and flux measurements, 
respectively (please see the black dashed lines in both panels). The daily average dose rate 
data trend had a minimum value of 71 Gy d-1 at the beginning of the measurements in 
October of 2014 and maximum of 72 Gy d-1 at the end of observations in January of 2016.  
We compared the averaged R3DR2 GCR daily dose rate data of approximately 71.6 
Gy d-1 with those measured inside the ISS by the DOSTEL 1 and DOSTEL 2 instruments 
(Burmeister et al., 2015) for the period from 24 October 2014 – 29 July 2015: Both DOSTEL 
instruments showed averaged daily values in the range of 140-150 Gy d-1 which were larger 
than those obtained by R3DR2. We accept this result as confirmation of the theoretical 
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calculations performed by Mrigakshi et al., (2013) (see Fig. 4b therein) showing that the 
absorbed dose rates in a water sphere with a smaller Aluminum shield thickness are smaller 
than the doses obtained behind a larger shield thickness. The R3DR2 data were obtained 
outside of the ISS, behind 0.3 g cm-2 shielding, whereas the DOSTEL 1 and DOSTEL 2 
instrument data were measured behind more shielding, inside of the ISS.  
Mrigakshi et al. (2013) calculated the dose rate at ISS altitudes for 0.3 g cm-2 of 
aluminum shielding in 2014 as approximately 68 Gy d-1, which is closer to the value of 71.6 
Gy d-1 measured by the R3DR2 instrument during the period from 24 October  - 
31December 2014. According to the Mrigakshi et al., (2013) (see Fig. 4b therein) 
calculations of the DOSTEL 1 and DOSTEL 2 instruments averaged absorbed dose rates of 
approximately 140 Gy d-1 seem to be obtained behind larger than 40 g cm-2 shielding. 
The averaged R3DR2 GCR daily dose rate and flux also exhibited short-term 
variations, which generally correlate with the Oulu NM minute count rate and reflect the 
periods with Forbush decreases (Forbush, 1954) that are connected with the magnetic storm 
and substorm periods in the GCR data. Most remarkable are the decreases that coincide with 
the two largest in the data magnetic storms on 16 March and 22 June 2015.  
The R3DR2 GCR daily dose rate averaged over 444 days was calculated to be 71.6 
Gy d-1 with a minimum value of 59 Gy d-1 and maximum value of 77 Gy d-1. The total 
accumulated dose for 444 days is 31.8 mGy. 
3.3.2 IRB radiation source 
The IRB source is the second source, apart from GCR, that was observed every day in 
the R3DR2 data. The profile of the IRB source dependent on the L value is clearly seen in the 
left part of Fig. 3a and 3b. 
Fig. 6 plots the daily average fluxes (in cm-2 s-1) (green), dose rates (blue) and the 
maximal hourly dose rate (red), measured by the R3DR2 instrument on the ISS from 24 
October 2014 to 11 January 2016. These values are plotted according to the left vertical axes. 
Along the right axes the average altitude of the station is plotted, which was obtained together 
with the average daily values of the flux and dose rate. 
The flux and dose rate were large during the interval from October-December of 
2014; then, they fell until the end of June 2015 and increased again until the end of the 
measurements. These long-term variations correlated well with the variations in the average 
altitude of the station. The altitudinal dependence in the bottom part of the IRB was 
investigated by the R3DR data (Dachev et al., 2015b). This is a well-known phenomenon that 
has been competently described elsewhere (Filz & Holeman, 1965; Gusev et al., 2003). 
Therefore, it will not be discussed further here. 
Higher fluxes and doses at the end of the mission, and a linear rising trend in the flux 
values, are connected with lower solar activity and a lower sink of the IRB protons, 
respectively, in the decreased neutral atmosphere density (Qian and Solomon, 2012).  
Obvious depletions in the IRB flux, the daily and hourly maximal doses were 
observed in the recovery phase of the magnetic storms presented with the Dst curve at the top 
of Fig. 7. We assume that the effect is similar to the described by Zou et al., (2011). 
The descending-orbits hourly IRB flux and dose rate values are smaller by a factor of 
0.7 in comparison with the ascending ones (Dachev et al., 2016a), which can be explained by 
the east-west asymmetries of the proton fluxes in the region of the SAA (Wilson et al., 2007; 
Chernykh et al., 2008). The simplified explanation is that the R3DR2 detector, which was 
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located on the left side of the ISS “Zvezda” module opposite the ISS vector of velocity, was 
shielded more by the “Zvezda” module body on the descending orbits from west to east 
drifting inner belt protons, when the ISS was in the nominal “XVV” orientation 
(http://spaceflight.nasa.gov/station/flash/iss_attitude.html). 
The R3DR2 IRB daily dose rate averaged over 442 days was calculated to be 567 
Gy d-1 with a minimal value of 340 Gy d-1 and maximal value of 844 Gy d-1. The total 
accumulated dose for 442 days is 251 mGy. 
3.3.3 ORB radiation source 
Fig. 7 presents the ORB radiation source variations during the period from 24 October 
2014 - 11 January 2016. The upper panel of Fig. 7 presents the Dst index variations 
(http://wdc.kugi.kyoto-u.ac.jp/index.html) (red line), which were obtained online from the 
World Data Center for Geomagnetism, in Kyoto, Japan. 
The lower panel presents the variations of 2 parameters. The first one is the daily 
average relativistic electron dose rate as measured in ORB with the R3DR2 instrument on the 
ISS (black heavy line). Two periods are clearly seen in the data. In the relatively “quiet” 
period between 24 October 2014 and the middle of March 2015, the ORB daily dose rate was 
relatively small and varied during the interval by 2-200 Gy h-1. During the second period, 
between the middle of March 2015 and the end of the observations, strong variations in the 
ORB daily dose rate were observed. The largest maxima (up to 3000 Gy h-1) in the ORB 
source anti-correlate well with the Dst index variations in the upper panel of Fig. 7 (red line).  
The daily dynamics of the ORB flux and dose rate from 17-30 June was presented by 
Dachev et al. (2016a) (see Fig. 4 therein), where the well-known features of the ORB fluxes 
close to the magnetic storm are clearly seen, as follows: strong depletion of the ORB flux 
during the main phase of the magnetic storm on 22 June 2015, with an increase of the flux 
after the storm and next, a depletion and increase after and during the storm on 25 June. Very 
similar relativistic electron dynamics in dose rate and L position in dependence on the 
geomagnetic activity were studied by the R3DR instruments on the ISS (Dachev et al., 
2012b). 
The second parameter (MetOp Index or MO2 Index) presented by a heavy green line 
in Fig. 7b is the “Index of relative intensities of >300 keV electrons (90 deg. detector) in the 
outer belt (L value>2.5), from the NOAA SEM-2 instrument” 
(https://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/stp/satellite/poes/) with the data from MetOp-2 satellite 
launched under the Meteorological Operational Satellite Program in Europe 
(https://directory.eoportal.org/web/eoportal/satellite-missions/m/metop). According to the 
NOAA scientists: “The belt indices are a measure of the integrated difference, or departure, 
of individual sensor responses observed on a given day from the responses of those sensors as 
averaged over the previous year's observations” (http://legacy-
www.swpc.noaa.gov/ftpdir/lists/bi/old_bi/README).  
The comparison of the R3DR2 daily dose curve with the MO2 index curve shows 
relatively good correlation, although both satellites were in different orbits. The ISS orbit was 
at approximately 415 km altitude from the Earth’s surface and at 51.6° orbit inclination, 
whereas the MetOp (MO2) satellite was at a mean altitude of 817 km with an inclination of 
98.7º. The similarity of the curves verifies the R3DR2 separation procedure, considering that 
MO2 index, derived from much higher time resolution data from the more sophisticated, 
heavier and power-consuming SEM-2 instrument was expected to be more reliable than those 
from the single detector R3DR2 instrument. 
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The R3DR2 ORB daily dose rate averaged over 442 days was calculated to be 278 
Gy d-1 with a minimal value of 2 Gy d-1 and maximal value of 2,962 Gy d-1. The total 
accumulated dose for 442 days is 123 mGy. 
3.3.4 SEP radiation source 
Fig. 8 presents the averaged SEP daily dose rate variations, measured with R3DR2 on 
the ISS for the period from 24 October 2014-11 January 2016. These are plotted together 
with the solar proton fluxes measured in the geosynchronous orbit with the GOES 15 Space 
Environment Monitor (SEM) instrument 
(http://goes.gsfc.nasa.gov/text/databook/section05.pdf), with energies more than 10 (red 
curve) to 100 MeV (blue curve) plotted. We call the low dose rates of a few Gy d-1 seen 
along the bottom of  Fig. 8 secondary particle (SP) sources.  These were generated by GCR 
particles inside the instrument and surrounding EXPOSE-R2 material and consists mainly of 
protons and neutrons.  
Eleven maxima are seen in the R3DR2 SEP daily dose rate variations in the bottom of 
Fig. 8. All of them coincide well with the >10 MeV GOES SEM maxima. The >100 MeV 
proton flux channel on GOES had only one well-seen maximum on 29 October 2015, which 
is also measured with the R3DR2 instrument. The largest maximum, up to almost 3000 Gy 
d-1 on 22 June 2015, was not observed in the GOES >100 MeV channel; however, if a virtual 
extravehicular activity (EVA) was performed during the period of this SEP maximum, the 
obtained doses on the skin of cosmonauts/astronauts could have reached 2.84 mGy over six 
and a half hours, which is identical to the average absorbed dose obtained inside of the ISS 
over 15 days (Reitz at al., 2005, Dachev et al., 2016a). 
The R3DR2 SEP+SP daily dose rate averaged over 442 days was calculated to be 9 
Gy d-1 with a minimum value of 0.64 Gy d-1 and maximum value of 2,848 Gy d-1. The 
total accumulated dose for 442 days is 4 mGy. 
As we already mentioned the shape of the SP spectrum in Fig. 4 above 2 MeV is 
completely different than any other spectra there and can be explained only with sporadic hits 
of the detector by long-path low-energy protons, neutrons and heavier than H+ ions. All SP 
radiation was obtained in high latitudes of both hemispheres (see Table 1, which is why we 
conclude that the observed SP were generated by GCR primary source (Dyer et al., 1985). 
The expected larger SP flux in the IRB region of the SAA can’t be identified because they are 
selected with the same requirements as the IRB protons.  
The secondary protons, neutrons and heavier than H+ ions contribution was calculated 
excluding the part of spectra up to 2 MeV, which is predominantly produced by primary GCR 
and ORB particles. We found that the average integral flux of the SP in R3DR2 detector was 
0.16 cm-2 s-1, which is about 3 times smaller than the calculated by Armstrong and Colborn 
(2001) flux of GCR secondary protons for the ISS compartments. The difference can be 
explained with larger secondary flux in the heavier shielded ISS compartments than the 
R3DR2 small shielding of 0.3 g cm-2. 
The average contaminated with GCR and ORB particles hourly dose rate from SP was 
17.1 Gy h-1, while the dose rate from the SP spectrum above 2 MeV was 9.7 Gy h-1. The 
average contaminated daily SP dose rate was 1.9 Gy d-1, while the pure SP daily dose rate 
was 1.1 Gy d-1. 
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3.3.5 Summary from all sources 
The total average daily dose rate is calculated by the sum of all sources: 71.6 (GCR 
for 444 days) +567 (IRB for 442 days) +278 (ORB for 442 days) +9 (SEP+SP for 442 
days)=925.6 Gy d-1. The total accumulated dose for the period 24 October 2014-11 January 
2016 is 409.8 mGy. 
If we wish to calculate an average equivalent daily dose rate we have to summarize 
the following: 3.5*71.6 (GCR)+1.3*567 (IRB)+1*278 (ORB)+1.3*9 = 1,277.4 Sv d-1. We 
assume following biological effectiveness (Q): GCR=3.5, IRB=1.3, ORB=1 and 
SPE+SP=1.3). The 30 days value is: 0.0383 mSv, while for 1 year (365 days) is 0.4658 Sv. 
(All dose rate statistics of the measured by R3DR2 instrument data are presented in Table 2.) 
4 Conclusions 
The R3DR2 instrument data measured in the ESA EXPOSE-R2 platform outside of 
the Russian “Zvezda” module of the ISS during the period from 24 October 2014- 11 January 
2016, at an average altitude of 415 km and 51.6° orbit inclination are presented and analyzed 
in this paper.  
The new radiation source selection procedure described in this paper is based on a 
specially developed novel procedure, with experimentally obtained formulas for describing 
the relationships between the dose to flux ratio (Haffner, 1967; 1971) and type of 
predominant radiation.  
For the first time in the R3DR2 DES data, the following four radiation sources of the 
ISS environment were simultaneously selected and analyzed: (i) galactic cosmic ray (GCR) 
particles and their secondary products, with an average daily dose rate of 71.6 Gy d-1; (ii) 
protons in the South Atlantic Anomaly (SAA) region of the inner radiation belt (IRB), with 
an average daily dose rate of 567 Gy d-1; (iii) relativistic electrons and/or bremsstrahlung in 
the outer radiation belt (ORB), with an average daily dose of 278 Gy d-1, and a range from 
near zero in magnetically quiet days to almost 3000 Gy d-1 during periods after magnetic 
storms; and (iv) 12 solar energetic particle (SEP) events were observed in the data. During 
the largest SEP event on 22 June 2015, the hourly dose rate reached more than 5000 Gy h-1 
(Dachev et al., 2016a).  
The EXPOSE-R2 mission (2014-2016) GCR daily averaged dose rate of 71.6 Gy d-1 
is lower than the EXPOSE-E 2008-2009 mission value of 91.1 Gy d-1 (Dachev et al., 
2012a,) and EXPOSE-R 2009-2010 mission value of 81.4 Gy d-1 (Dachev et al., 2015b) 
because the solar modulation (Potgieter, 2013) lowered the GCR doses during 2014-2016. 
The daily averaged IRB doses from the 3 instruments R3D/E/R/R2 increased as 
follows: 426, 506, and 567 Gy d-1, with the main reason for this increase being a rise in 
average altitude of the ISS since 2008. 
The EXPOSE-R2 mission (2014-2016) ORB daily-averaged dose rates were high 
compared with the other two EXPOSE missions onboard the ISS because the 2014-2016 
mission occurred with the highest solar and geomagnetic activity, which stimulated the 
particle acceleration processes in the magnetosphere. 
R3DR2 source doses were compared with the DOSimetric TELescope instrument 
DOSTEL doses from April 13th to June 30th 2004 during the MTR-1 mission phase outside 
ISS (Labrenz et al., 2015). DOSTEL values were: 77.6 Gy d-1 for GCR source and 296.1 
Gy d-1 for IRB source. It is seen that DOSTEL and R3DR2 GCR doses are very similar 
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(71.6 and 77.6 Gy d-1), while the larger R3DR2 IRB dose of 576 Gy d-1 has a simple 
explanation associated with higher altitude of ISS during the R3DR2 mission.  
The additional dose rate measured with DOSTEL instrument outside ISS due to the 
enhanced particle flux (EPF) (This is the term, which they use for the ORB electron flux), from 
September 24th to October 8th 2004 was calculated to be ~130 Gy d-1. The twice larger (278 
Gy d-1) daily average ORB dose rate, measured with the R3DR2 instrument for the period 24 
October 2014 - 11 January 2016, is explained as a result of larger geomagnetic activity. 
To answer the question about how harmful the obtained dose rates were, during the 
relatively low solar maximum and decline of 2014-2016, we compare the average equivalent 
dose for 30 days calculated from the R3DR2 instrument data of ~0.0383 Sv with the NCRP 
(Report 132) recommendations for the dose limits in low earth orbit of 1.0 Sv for eyes and 1.5 
Sv for skin and found that the R3DR2 doses are much smaller than the maximum recommended 
safety level. The eye and skin shielding inside the US and Russian space suits are nearly the 
same as the R3DR2 shielding of 0.3 g cm2 (Benton et al., 2006). The same is true for 1 year of 
eye and skin limits, which are 1.5 and 3 Sv, respectively, whereas the calculated R3DR2 dose 
is 0.466 Sv. (All dose rate calculations are presented in Table 2.) 
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Table 1. Statistics for the sources presented in Figure 3a. 
 
Source 
(Spectrum 
name) 
 
Number of 
points 
NMH* 
All 
SMH** 
Av. dose rate 
(Gy h-1)  
NMH 
All 
SMH 
Experimental points description 
Average orbit coordinates Selecting requirements 
Time Long./Lat.(Deg.)/L 
value  
NMH 
SMH 
Alt. 
(km) 
Dose rate 
(Gy h-1)/ Flux 
(cm-2 s-1) 
L value/ 
 
D/F (nGy cm2 
part.-1)  
SEP All 
(Including SP) 
286 
1758 
1434 
629 
529 
1140 
 
21/06-
30/06/2015 
 
(-83°, 50°)/3.8 
(107°, -52°)/4.9 
418 Dose>15  D/F>1.12 
 
IRB 5876 
 
335 21/06-
30/06/2015 
 
(-35.2°, -31.6°)/1.6 
413 Dose>15  D/F>1.12 
GCR 72,638 2.78 21/06-
30/06/2015 
 
(2.1°, 4.2°)/1.65 
406 Dose<15   
ORB 2388 
6101 
3714 
167 
354 
513 
 
21/06-
30/06/2015 
 
(-101°, 49.4°)/3.52 
(38.4°, -51.8°)/3.19 
414 Flux>7  D/F<1.12 
All sources 41405 
86400 
44997 
49 
67.3 
92.6 
21/06-
30/06/2015 
(-7.4°, 32.3°)/1.73 
(6.5°, -29.7°)/1.91 
407    
Additional table 
SEP 
 
472 
(334 in 
South mag. 
Hem.) 
2,163 16:58-23:28 
UT 
22/06/2015 
North Hem. (-78°, 
50°) 
South Hem. 
(106°, -49°) 
416 D>15  D/F>1.12 
 
L>4 
(GCR) 
5003 
(4666 in 
South mag. 
Hem.) 
8.24 01/06-
30/06/2015 
North Hem. (-74°, 
51°) 
South Hem. 
(130°, -50°) 
 Dose<15 L>4  
SP 1763 
(1211 in 
South mag. 
Hem.) 
18.02 21/03-
10/06/2015 
North Hem. (-85°, 
49°) 
South Hem. 
(83°, -49°) 
412 Dose>15 2.3<L<6 D/F>1.12 
 
Pro 10 36,800 30/09/1999 Calibrations at cyclotron facility with protons of 7.8 MeV energy. 
 
*NMH means: North Magnetic Hemisphere (Dip latitude>0) 
**SMH means: South Magnetic Hemisphere (Dip latitude<0) 
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Table 2. Statistics for the sources observed during the Expose-E/R/R2 missions 
 
Source or 
dose limit 
Min. value 
(Gy d-1) 
Average 
absorbed 
daily dose 
rate 
(Gy d-1) 
Max. 
value 
(Gy d-1) 
Total accum. 
absorbed 
dose (Gy) 
Assumed 
biological 
effective-
ess Q  
Calculated 
average 
equivalent 
daily dose 
rate 
(Sv d-1) 
Total accum. 
equivalent 
dose for the 
Expose-R2 
mission 
(Sv) 
Total accum. 
equiv. dose 
for 30 days 
(Sv) 
Total accum. 
equiv. dose 
for 365 days 
(Sv) 
Measured by the R3D/E/R/R2 instrument data Assumed or calculated values using R3DR2 data 
GCR 76/79/   
59 
91.1/81.4/
71.6 
102/90/ 
77 
0.0394 (394 
days)/0.0233  
(286 days)/ 
0.0318 (442 
days)  
3.5 250.6 0.111 0.00752 0.0915 
IRB 110/326/ 
340 
426/506/ 
567 
685/704/ 
844 
0.181 (425 
days)/0.147 
263 
days/0.251 
(442 days) 
1.3 737.1 0.326 0.0221 0.269 
ORB 0.25/0.64 
2.0 
8.64/89/ 
278 
212/2,348 
2,962 
0.0032 (432 
days)/0.0229  
(286 days)/ 
0.123 (442 
days) 
1.0 278 0.123 0.0083 0.101 
SEP+SP 
(only in 
R3DR2 data 
0.64 9 2,848 0.004 (442 
days) 
1.3 11.7 0.0052 0.00035 0.0043 
Total    0.0224/0.191/ 
0.4098 
  0.5652 0.03827 0.4658 
Dose limits in 
LEO (NCRP, 
Report 132) 
Eye/Skin (Sv) 
        
 
 
1.0/1.5 
 
 
 
1.5/3 
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Fig. 1. External view of the R3DR2 instrument (in the left red square) as mounted on the 
EXPOSE-R2 facility. (Picture taken by Russian cosmonaut G. Pedalka (only his arm is seen in 
the upper-left corner, while cosmonaut M. Kornienko is seen in the left middle plane) on 15 
August 2015 during an EVA to examine the EXPOSE-R2 facility outside the Russian “Zvezda” 
module.) (Picture credit ESA/RKA). 
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of the R3DR2 instrument. 
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Fig. 3. Latitudinal distribution of the dose rates measured with the R3DR2 instrument against 
McIlwain’s L values for the period from the 11-20 and 21-30 June, 2015. Galactic cosmic rays 
(with dose rates typically < 15 Gy h-1) are plotted with red points in the lower part of each 
figure. Green points in the upper left corner of the figure are associated with high-energy 
protons detected when the ISS crosses the SAA region of the IRB. They are characterized by 
dose rate >15 Gy h-1 and D/F  > 1.12 nGy cm2 particle-1. The blue points in the center are 
associated with  high-energy electrons in the ORB. They are characterized by dose rate >15 
Gy h-1 and D/F < 1.12 nGy cm2 particle-1 and flux >7 cm-2 s-1. The magenta points that spread 
from the center toward the right side visualize the distribution of the SEP high-energy protons. 
Those magenta points with doses < 20 Gy h-1 are distinguished as secondary protons. 
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Fig. 4. Deposited energy spectra shapes for the period 21-30 June 2015. The PRO spectrum 
was obtained during the calibrations of Liulin DES type instruments. 
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Fig. 5. Variations in the averaged GCR daily dose rates and flux during the period from 24 
October 2014 – 11 January 2016. 
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Fig. 6. Variations of the IRB daily averaged dose rates and flux in the period from 24 October 
2014 – 11 January 2016. 
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Fig. 7. Variations of the IRB daily averaged dose rates in the period from 24 October 2014 – 
11 January 2016. 
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Fig. 8. Variations of the SEP daily averaged dose rates in the period from 24 October 2014 – 
11 January 2016. 
